### Stock Styles

- Caps and hats in this catalogue
- Available plain off the shelf for pick-up or despatch today
- Decorating, Printing & Embroidery
- Tell us when you need it, we love urgent orders!

### Custom

- You dream it... we’ll build it
- Limitless choice
- Great price saving
- 144 piece minimum
- We also customise bucket hats, beanies & visors

### Fasttrack

**Super Fast Offshore Production**

- 14-21 Day delivery from sample approval*
- Lower cost than stock styles & substantial cost saving for multi-position embroidery
- Styles as per this catalogue
- Complex fine detail and 3D embroidery
- 144 piece minimum

*Subject to fabric availability

### Express

**Amazing Express Production from China**

- 3-4 weeks delivery from sample approval
- Minimum 144 Caps
- Over 530 Styles, with 1000's of colours
- No limit on embroidery positions
- Catalogue & price list available
- Complex fine detail and 3D embroidery
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D EMBROIDERY WITH KEYLINE PATTERN
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY
WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH FELT APPLIQUE INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY
WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D TEXTURED STITCH EMBROIDERY
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY
WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY
WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D TEXTURED STITCH EMBROIDERY OVER FABRIC APPLIQUE
3D KEYLINE EMBROIDERY WITH 2D TEXTURED STITCH INFILL
3D TEXTURED STITCH EMBROIDERY
CHENNILLE EMBROIDERY
METALLIC EMBROIDERY
2D EMBROIDERY WITH INFILL
2D EMBROIDERY WITH APPLIQUE
2D EMBROIDERY WITH APPLIQUE
LIQUID METAL
DIAMANTES
MESH INSERT APPLIQUE
WOVEN PATCH
PVC BADGE WITH METALLIC LOGO
PVC BADGE SQUARE CUT
PVC BADGE CONTOUR CUT
PVC GLITTER
SUBLIMATION
**Fasttrack**

**Super Fast Offshore Production**

**14-21 Day Delivery**

- Substantial cost saving for multi-position embroidery
- Complex fine detail and 3D embroidery - not a problem
- No limitation on embroidery size or positioning
- Stunning low minimum order quantities
- Offshore production quality
- Dedicated DHL Delivery
- Sell with confidence, never out of stock
- Offshore production quality
- Improve your profitability and customer service

Want to know more? Call us today!

*From sample approval, subject to stock availability*
Complete CUSTOM 144 PIECE MINIMUM

YOU DREAM IT... WE'LL BUILD IT! 144 PIECE MINIMUM

EYELETS
SEWN METAL ENAMELLED

MATERIAL
COLOUR - FABRIC - COTTON - BRUSHED HEAVY COTTON - BRUSHED PREMIUM COTTON - CHINO TWILL - DENIM

EMBELLISHMENT
EMBROIDERED - FLAT OR 3D PRINTED PATCH APPLIQUE PVC BADGE PLASMA LENS REFLECTIVE

SEAM STITCHING
COLOUR - MATCHING, CONTRASTING OR TRANSPARENT

BUTTON
CLOTH - Plain/Printed METAL - Plain/Embossed

SEAM TAPE
COLOUR - Plain or Printed DOUBLE TAPING CONTRASTING COLOUR

CUSTOM LABEL
CHOOSE COLOUR PRINTED OR WOVEN

SWEATBAND
CHOOSE COLOUR PLAIN OR PRINTED

PEAK
COLOUR - ROWS OF STITCHING CUSTOM DESIGN EMBROIDERED/PRINT REFLECTIVE TRIM

UNDER PEAK
COLOUR - CUSTOM DESIGN EMBROIDERY/PRINT

CLOSURE
COLOUR - MATERIAL - SELF TOUCH STRAP SLIDE BUCKLE METAL BUCKLE EMBOSSED BUCKLE LEATHER OR VINYL PVC RUBBER BADGE

EMBELLISHMENT
EMBROIDERED PRINTED PVC BADGE 3D

TUCK IN SLIT
METAL SEWN TUCK-IN LOOSE

RAZOR TAB
PRINTED WOVEN

EXAMPLES OF EMBOSSED BUCKLES

LIMITED ONLY BY YOUR IMAGINATION

CHOICES FOR CUSTOMISATION
- STRUCTURED OR UNSTRUCTURED
- CLOSURE OPTIONS
- MATERIAL - COTTON, TWILL, ETC.
- EYELETS - MATCH OR CONTRAST
- DECORATION TYPE
- BUTTON OPTIONS
- PLACEMENT OR DECORATION
- SEAM STITCHING OPTIONS
- PEAK OPTIONS
- SEAM TAPING OPTIONS
- UNDER PEAK - COLOUR, MATERIAL - CUSTOM LABEL OPTIONS

LOOKING FOR A DIFFERENT DESIGN
More complex custom designs can be created. Send samples, drawings or finished CAD designs to create your favourite cap. Other unique designs, concepts and styles already created, can be viewed at our library of custom creations on our website.

WE CAN ALSO CUSTOMISE BUCKET HATS, BEANIES AND VISORS